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statutory compliance system

a bespoke control system that handles compliance for you.

we’ll help you achieve compliance with minimum impact to your business
operation.
Compliance to statutory legislation is a requirement by law for all businesses in the UK
and repairers have a ‘Duty of Care’ to maintain compliance to this legislation.

the system

An audit and control system that controls key statutory legislation
Branded bespoke supporting documentation
Provides information for tracking, monitoring, planning and training
Fully audited, supported and maintained by the iris business support team
Underpins all body repair processes and your Duty of Care including:
Risk Assessments (CoSHH, Manual Handling, DSE, Air Quality, etc)
Equipment Records (Test & Maintenance)
Employee Monitoring Records (Health Surveillance, PPE, etc)
Training Records (HAVS, Fire Training, Environmental Awareness, etc)
Safe Working Practices (including Sub-Contractors controls)

key legislation cover

The Health & Safety At Work Act 1974
The Environmental Protection Act 1999
The Fire Safety (Reform) Order 2005
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intelligent repair

what we prefer to call our approach to smart repair.

the demands of the rapid/smart repair market are changing. iris are
pioneering the first full programme to support the smart market.

unique and bespoke

We believe the one size fits all approach to smart repair is out dated. Our intelligent
repair programme ensures you have the repair solution that fits your needs, not the
supplier’s.

a carefully considered name: intelligent

The full intelligent programme ensures that everything is covered:
Analysis – on site and timely.
Compile and create - all information collated and analysed.
Proposition - a full presentation is produced enabling an overview of the benefits.
Deliver – the programme will outline smart growth and customer retention for your
company.
Ongoing management - full support and management for lifelong relationships.

benefit summary

No guess work - everything from audit to supply is calculated.
Retain and gain - keep your existing clients along with volumes and gain more
with the use of the intelligent repair programme.
Future proof - the programme keeps you informed of changes in products and
systems, ensuring you are always up to date.
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PAS125 delivered to your door
compliance and performance management.

we know exactly what you need to get your PAS125 accreditation.
Our methodology and ability to work to tight deadlines means you get a quality service
and a robust system that will last forever. For easy budgeting, it has a fixed price with
no hidden extras. And great news - its documentation and systems are well known to
BSI PAS125 auditors.

the process

Our process is unique and clearly defined. Our commitment is to provide an 8 day
programme consisting of 6 site visits and 2 procedures manual preparation days.
We provide training and assist with booking assessments for your productive staff to
meet the requirements of PAS125, and we can also be present on the pre-licence audit
days, if required.
With an established background in the automotive refinish industry, our advisors are
fully trained and have achieved the required level of competence through the BSI
Associate Consultant Programme.

post accreditation service

Following accreditation, BSI will carry out 2 surveillance visits per annum. To aid
ongoing compliance, we have created the PAS125 improvement programme,
comprising an internal audit system and regular updates on PAS125 to help improve
business disciplines.

Powered by Bates Compliance and Performance Management Ltd (BCPM), an iris preferred partner.
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PAS125 self help development
we want to help you share our knowledge.

this really popular course will enable you to use the course content,
manual and documented requirements of PAS125.
This cost-effective 2 day training course offers step by step knowledge and information
to help support and maintain PAS125 accreditation. It includes:
Compliant documentation templates
Guidance on minimum requirements for technician training
Process management
3 months support
Fully compliant manual in a modular format
Effective implementation of PAS125 will drive efficiency through every aspect of your
business.
This fully supported self help solution will impart step by step knowledge on how to
achieve a successful implementation of PAS125 in your business. Using the course
content, documents and information, you will be able to put into practice in your business
the necessary procedures and processes to meet with the requirements of PAS125. It’s
the most cost-effective direct support your business needs for a successful outcome.
You will also receive a list of the most common reasons for failure so that candidates
avoid costly mistakes.
The capabilities of this specific quality standard will produce measurable results,
promoting efficiency and effectiveness whilst reducing waste, cost and conflict.

Powered by ARC Support Services, an iris preferred partner.
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business health check

a thorough examination for your peace of mind.
two vital resources are your people and your process.

Our business health check audits the critical processes of your business and identifies
ways of improving performance, efficiency and effectiveness.

It looks at:

People management and culture
Resources
Marketing and sales
Processes and functionality
Finance
Company strengths & weaknesses
Internal and external communication

The aim of the business health check is to:

Collate - identify strategic process improvements
Analyse - develop strategies delivering improved profit
Present - detail the results whilst providing recommendations
Deliver - implement solutions of growth, profitability & value

The business health check can be applied to an individual department or the business
as a whole.
Addressing the challenges affecting your business today.

Powered by ARC Support Services, an iris preferred partner.
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VDA pre-assessment training
great estimators are central to good profitability.

our ATA VDA training offers a complete solution for increased profit and
PAS125 accreditation.
The PAS125 specification requires you to provide evidence of competency through
ATA Vehicle Damage Assessor accreditation. We provide the following courses as well
as ongoing support:

PART A: The Online Test

This one day training programme has been developed to cover the following areas:
VDA / PAS125 focus & routine
The ABI Code of Practice for Salvage Categorisation
Glass’s Evaluator use and application
An introduction to the principles of insurance
Structured questionnaire
Session includes a time limit test paper of 100 questions

PART B: The Practical Test

This two day training programme has been developed to cover the following areas:
eScribe
Researched methods
Practical assessment test
ATA / VDA Assessment Form
Assessment of a damaged vehicle
Audit of a printed estimate

Powered by ARC Support Services, an iris preferred partner.
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damage assessment - an introduction
a one day foundation course that will assist you in identifying
future Vehicle Damage Assessors for your business.

Investing in the future of your damage assessment team will positively
impact on your profit.
The objectives of the course are to provide the candidate with an understanding of the
value of the VDA to the business and the importance of the role. In an assessment situation
it provides a process that accurately identifies and records the vehicle specifications
and existing condition with accurate valuation. It also ensures the delegate effectively
appraises and records the damage, using a foundational process to capture accurate
data and compile the repair specification.

course content

Who is the Vehicle Damage Assessor?
Focus and routine under PAS125
The need for core competence
Vehicle inspection routine
Compiling a repair specification
Practical test

The ideal candidate will have some repair industry knowledge and/or vehicle repair
experience and will wish to start their progression towards the professionally accredited
position of Vehicle Damage Assessor.

Powered by ARC Support Services, an iris preferred partner.
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eScribe for the Vehicle Damage
Assessor

ensuring your VDAs are getting the most out of the estimate is
vital.
understanding how to work the technology to the maximum.

This one day training programme promotes your efficiency in using eScribe, Thatcham’s
repair methodology software. The goal is to improve your VDA’s ability to identify
required labour tasks, vital safety related operations and associated components that
may also require replacement in a repair process.
Improvements are gained through reduced repair cycle times, improved labour, parts
and paint sales via justified tasks, whilst reducing waste, cost and conflict both within
the repair facility (department to department) and also with the work provider (estimator
to engineer).
If your VDA overlooks a task, you won’t get paid for it but it will get completed as part
of the repair process.
An error of just 5% can equate to a 2 hour loss per job. This course is designed to
minimise these errors.
We provide telephone and email support free of charge for one month after attendance
on the course.

Powered by ARC Support Services, an iris preferred partner.
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eScribe for the vehicle technician
workshop technicians play a vital role.

helping you and your estimator set the job up properly.
Many repairers have realised the amount of time required to locate and print the
required information can be substantial, potentially impacting the flow of work into the
bodyshop.
PAS125 states: (4.3.2) “There shall be access by the person undertaking the repair
task to current recognised repair methods for all types of vehicle body repair work
authorised”.
We have developed a one day course covering repair methodology for the workshop
technician. The objective is to promote efficiency in using eScribe and to provide, where
applicable, accurate current methods of repair for the workshop technicians.
It will assist in identifying vital safety related operations, and associated components
that may require specific procedures to remove and refit or replace.

what’s covered?

Newsletter Search
Accurate Vehicle Selection
Methods and Reference Links
Single Panel Replacement Methods
Combination Panel Replacement Methods
Methods Navigation, Selection and Printing

Powered by ARC Support Services, an iris preferred partner.
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bodyshop management training
training and development.

a little help on the business and money side of things.
Our interactive workshops address the key challenges of the repair industry. They have
been developed to meet the needs of owners and managers who wish to improve their
financial skills. They show how the disciplines within the bodyshop can be controlled
and measured to maximise profit generation – and retention.

content

Welcome to the time machine
Financial engineering for profit
The estimator’s role
Controlling the cost of sales
The importance of gross profit
Breakeven & the profit gap
Plan for profit
Interactive assessment
Q&A

The course is about getting to grips with numbers that matter, the very numbers that
make up the building blocks of success. A close examination of the workshop’s content
shows just how carefully the day has been structured to help your business work smarter
and more profitably.
These courses can be delivered at our training schools or at a location to suit you.

Powered by ARC Support Services, an iris preferred partner.
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bodyshop IT

support and training for bodyshop management.

management systems are essential for efficient control and profit.
Written for bodyshop owners by bodyshop owners, Evolution and Evolution Online
meet your needs with an ongoing training package that will get the best out of your
people and your business. The modular system is easy to use, easy to learn and easy
to integrate into your business.

core elements of the system

eTRIM: an easy to use barcode driven time and data capture system
CarTrak: internet enabled and Windows based, provides the customer with the
ability to see for themselves exactly where their vehicle is in the repair cycle
SMS Text: send automatic text messages to any mobile as key events are achieved
Document Storage: the ability to save documents and images to a central directory
that is accessible to anyone accessing the system
Import/Export: option to import and export from all major estimating systems as well
as import sales and purchase ledger to Sage 50 accounts
Reporting: accurate real time reporting
Multi Shop: the ability to handle more than one bodyshop from a central database
Workshop Loading: booking system that will book a job in with the optimum start
date and give you the predicted return date

Powered by Bodyshop Management Systems, an iris preferred partner.
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brand

not just a logo and a website.

full design and production for brand, advertising, marketing. taking your
business to places you’ve never been before.
create.motion are brand strategists. They operate in the automotive industry and their
core offering is making businesses stronger through the development or enhancement
of your brand. Many people believe the brand of a business is what the business looks
like; it’s not.

the brand is the business
It’s the people
The culture
The way it acts
The way it communicates
Its proposition
And finally its image

Their expertise is to assess the existing brand strategy of your business, immerse
themselves in it, understand it and then prepare a strategy of brand development.
They will help bring together the vision for the business’ future, position the business
to achieve this vision and develop all communications to reflect these aspirations –
the mark, the online presence, internal communication, external communication and a
marketing strategy that reflects the new brand.
They immerse themselves in a business. They translate the business demands into
functional actions and deploy them to achieve the goals.
Making clients stronger, modern, sustainable and ready for the road ahead.
Powered by create.motion limited, an iris preferred partner.
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network manager

a full overview of the business, web based and instant.

We know how busy our customers can be and we know what a nightmare
getting the same input and output from a group of networked bodyshops
can be. That’s why we built network manager.
The programme allows a network manager to collate all activity carried out by their
bodyshops and suppliers. It’s web based and offers an instant overview of all site visits
and training put in place to support the business. It allows bodyshops, suppliers and
managers to interact and provides effective and timely support for the repair centres
you are responsible for.
The online product allows suppliers to create and maintain bodyshop service records,
enter future events, log training visits and send documents to bodyshops. It allows
bodyshops to verify training provided by the supplier and to receive documents instantly.

benefits

Three way communication between suppliers, bodyshops and network management
Maximum visibility and transparency of services delivered
Full reporting for managers, bodyshops and suppliers
Verification process for suppliers and enhancement of their input
Regular and consistent contact with bodyshops

The system is now in use by a number of major networks, providing measured support
from iris distributors and the client’s preferred suppliers.
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